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DicaDland aims to produce a full
documentation of the Cappadocian
dialect, including the varieties of
Pharasa and Silli, by exploiting all the
available sources and the latest
advances in the domain of Digital
Humanities.

The final products, two state-of-the-
art major reference works:

an interactive electronic dialectal
atlas

a comprehensive historical
dictionary of the Cappadocian
dialects



From Manolessou, Karasimos & Katsouda (2021)

• At the end of the 
project the 
dictionary will 
include ca. -

entries.



report on the on-going 
compilation of the 

http://cappadocian.upatras.gr/en/atlas

‘DiCaDLand’ 
(Hellenic Foundation of 
Research and Innovation) 

Digitization of the Cappadocian 
Dialectal Landscape     

http://cappadocian.upatras.gr/en



1. serve as an empirical database documenting in detail the profile of
Cappadocian Greek for a variety of geographical locations.

2. serve as a solid background for the expansion of the endeavour in other
(Asia Minor) Greek Dialects.

3. constitute a milestone for the implementation of dialectometric
approaches to Greek dialectal variation for the first time (see only
Bompolas & Melissaropoulou 2020, 2021, 2022, forthcoming, Bompolas
forthcoming).

pave the way towards the application of new approaches in the study
of language variation in space



• . Premises / Background 

• Overview of the dialect and its sources

• Implementing the dialectal Atlas 

• Towards dialectometry

• Next steps-Further Research 

http://cappadocian.upatras.gr/en
http://cappadocian.upatras.gr/en/atlas



Language and Geography

Geolinguistics

Mapping

Language (Human) Geography Linguistics

Distribution of languages 
(cf. Williams 1988; Breton

1991; Thun 2000)

Distribution of linguistic forms (phonetic, 
morphologic, syntactic, lexical; cf. Trudgill

1975; Withers [1981] 1993; Lameli et al. 2010)

Language Maps Linguistic Maps



Cappadocian, a case study par excellence in Modern Greek Dialectology due to its

• early separation from the rest of the Greek-speaking world (11th century).

• subsequent evolution under circumstances of intense contact with Turkish and
the local Anatolian dialects.

Different zones (north, south, central) are distinguished reflecting different
degrees of influence (the strongest one alluded to South Cappadocian and
especially Ulaghatsh (cf. Dawkins 1916, Janse forthcoming).

It is characterized by a significant number of archaisms and innovations, the latter
generally attributed to contact

(Thomason and Kaufman 1988; Johanson 2002; Janse 2004, 2009, forthcoming; Winford 2005, 2010; Ralli 2009;
Melissaropoulou, 2016, 2017, 2019a,b; Karatsareas, 2009, 2011, 2014; Revithiadou et al. 2016, Tzitzilis
forthcoming).



Dialectal data drawn from all available written sources

a. primary (folk-tales, songs, narrations, riddles etc.)

b. secondary (grammatical descriptions, glossaries, dictionaries)

The majority of which were published at the end of the 19th century and first half of
the 20th century.

Available data

is confined to 20 different communities, 

a great amount collected and digitized thanks to AMiGre project (Ralli 2015) 
subject to further enrichment,

unpublished data have also been used as sources depending on availability,

academic articles emphasizing specific phenomena or domains of linguistic
structure.



Gallica of the Bibliothèque Nationale de France, dating back to 1930s, 

recent recordings from 2nd or 3rd generation descendants of Cappadocian and
Pharasiot, (part of the AmiGre project, offered by Petros Karatsareas, Metin
Bagriacik).

subject to transcription and translation in a unified format suitable for inclusion
in the corpus of the current project.

Total of transcribed written dialectal material: 
Total of transcribed oral dialectal material: 



. -

Illustration. Superimposing the different layers of geographical and linguistic information of DiCaDLand’s Atlas



documents the differentiation of single linguistic features for a specific language 
area (Rabanus 2018: 348, 357). 

The interpretation of the results of language mapping is a separate step, 
one that is generally not a part of a linguistic atlas (Kretzschmar 2018: 58). 

Dialectometry: 
aggregate analyses reveal “feature-based areal structures” based on many single features;
(Trudgill 1975: 233: “focal areas”)

the areal distribution of language varieties is not pre-structured by linguistic assumptions
underlying the selection of isoglosses, but it is generated from a huge set of data;
not only verify or counterargue the classifications of traditional dialectology, but also recognize
further and deeply entrenched patterns (Scherrer & Stoeckle 2016).

The Electronic Interactive Dialectal Atlas of Cappadocian Dialects as an empirical database and,
subsequent use of different dialectometric/statistic methodologies to visualize different aspects of areal
patterns based on different criteria.
(cf. Goebl 2006, 2018; Wieling & Nerbonne 2015; Heeringa & 2018; Nerbonne & Wieling 2018)

dialectometry



DiCaDLand is an-going research project and a number of activities is yet to be implemented till its 
completion (2023). 

Next steps:
a) completing the syntactic features and enriching their values by mining into the primary

dialectal sources,
b) systematizing the existing also extremely variation of pronouns and numerals,
c) incorporating lexical variation already enlisted in the Cappadocian Lexicon’s database (cross-

connect with Tlex for which see Karasimos et al. 2020),

On the technical level,
a) incorporation of historical maps by georeferencing, 
b) incorporation of visual and textual data, where feasible.
c) enable users to manipulate the maps to some extent, e.g. investigate correlations between 

particular features and/or values and export data for further analyses.

The final stage of this process and one of the main outcomes of the project will be the publication of 
the printed version the dialectal atlas of Cappadocian Greek. 





Thank you very much

for your attention !!!
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